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Company: Brussels Airlines

Location: Machelen

Category: other-general

About Brussels Airlines

Brussels Airlines, part of the Lufthansa Group, is the national airline of Belgium with its

home base at Brussels Airport.

Our mission is to be the most reliable airline, making everyone feel at home.

We are passionate about what we do, whether it’s on board, in an office, in the hangar or at an

airport. Our people are recognized for always going above and beyond and for constantly

challenging themselves.

Purpose of the Position:

You will be responsible for sourcing, procuring, and transporting technical materials.

Your focus will be on finding cost-effective solutions for maintenance activities.

Main Tasks & Responsibilities:

You will follow up on technical material requests and orders.

Planning materials based on consumption and lead-time will be your responsibility.

You'll manage aircraft spare part contracts and home base stock.

Handling repairable material and organizing transportation efficiently will be part of your

duties.

You will manage surplus material sales and revise invoices.

Ensuring customer service during office hours will be one of your key tasks.
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You'll perform ad hoc tasks as needed.

Maintaining a clean workplace environment will be your responsibility.

Your Profile:

You are expected to have at least an A2 degree or equivalent experience.

Ideally, you will have 2-5 years of purchasing experience in a similar environment.

Being IT literate with technical insight is a must.

Fluency in English is required; knowledge of Dutch and French is a plus.

Any experience or knowledge of aircraft parts/tooling would be beneficial.

Strong communication and negotiation skills are essential.

You need to be commercially aware and self-motivated.

A results-oriented and forward-planning mindset is what we're looking for.

You will be expected to work accurately, autonomously, and be customer-friendly.

What We Offer:

You will have a full-time contract with a 39-hour workweek and 27 days holiday.

A flexible reward plan and work environment will be provided.

Travel benefits and a public transport subscription will be included.

Profit sharing and group insurance are part of the package.

You'll have the option of a company medical plan.

A homeworking allowance and meal & eco vouchers will be available.

You'll have the opportunity to join an enthusiastic team in a great company.

Apply Now
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